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Abstract

The recent trend towards dynamically extensible sys-
tems, such as Java, SPIN or VINO, promises more powerful
and flexible systems. At the same time, the impact of ex-
tensibility on overall system security and, specifically, on
access control is still ill understood, and protection mech-
anisms in these extensible systems are rudimentary at best.
In this position paper, we identify the structure of extensi-
ble systems as it relates to system security and postulate an
initial model for access control. This model extends the dis-
cretionary access control of traditional operating systems
to encompass extensions and, by using ideas explored by
the security community, introduces a notion of mandatory
access control. While a new access control model does not
address all aspects of system security, we believe that it can
serve as a solid foundation for developing a fully featured
and flexible security model for extensible systems.

1 Problem and Motivation

The recent trend towards dynamically extensible systems
is probably best exemplified by the Java system [11, 9, 12].
Several other projects are also pursuing extensible systems
motivated by the promise of more powerful and flexible sys-
tems: SPIN [2] and VINO [21] address extensibility in the
context of operating systems. Inferno [13] focuses on ex-
tensibility for distributed services. And, Juice [6], which
utilizes “slim binary” technology [7, 10] originally devel-
oped for the Oberon system, provides a faster and leaner
alternative to Java on the world-wide web. At the same
time, the impact of extensibility on overall system security
and specifically access control is still ill understood. And,
the protection mechanisms in these extensible systems are
rudimentary at best, as illustrated by the continuous string
of security breaches in the Java system [4, 15].

Mainstream operating and file systems use access con-
trol mechanisms that are familiar and widely accepted by
users. Their use of individuals and groups in combination
with fully featured access control lists has the potential to
offer a flexible and powerful mechanism to protect files and
other system objects. Even so, they do not fully exploit this
potential, nor do they address the issue of protecting exten-
sible systems: The access control mechanisms in Unix [16]
are primitive and, barely, offer adequate security to protect
file access. The access control mechanisms in the Andrew
File System [19] and Windows NT [23] are more flexible
than in Unix, but do not address the specific problems of
protection in dynamically extensible systems as well.

In this position paper, we identify the structure of ex-
tensible systems as it relates to access control and describe
the current state of affairs. We identify the requirements of
access control in extensible systems and outline an initial
access control model for extensible systems. This model
extends existing protection mechanisms (as found in main-
stream operating systems) and draws on ideas explored by
the security community to provide a flexible, powerful and
complete protection model for extensible systems.

The discussion in this position paper focuses on just
one aspect of overall system security in extensible systems,
namely access control. Other important issues, such as the
authentication of extensions (and principals), the auditing
of security relevant system events, how to counter denial
of service attacks, a formal model of security in extensi-
ble systems, or the assertion and certification that a given
implementationactually andcorrectly implements a given
security model, are only touched upon or not discussed at
all. These issues are clearly important and how they are
addressed profoundly influences the security of any given
system, be it extensible or not. However, we believe that a
complete access control model, as outlined in this position
paper, can serve as a solid foundation for future work on the
security of extensible systems.



1.1 Structure of Extensible Systems

The basic innovation of extensible systems for the pur-
poses of this position paper is that units of code, which we
call “extensions,” can be dynamically loaded and linked into
the base system and consequently become an integral part
of the base system. Different systems use different terms
for the extension mechanism and the extensions themselves,
such as “applets” in Java or “grafts” in VINO. But the ba-
sic functionality and structure of these extensible systems
is sufficiently similar to rely on two basic mechanisms to
tightly compose extensions.

First, extensions can call other parts of the system to
build on already supported functionality. Second, exten-
sions can extend the functionality of the base system by
adding new services which are then invoked through al-
ready existing interfaces (which is sometimes referred to as
specialization). Both mechanisms are usually provided by
a central facility, by either building on programming lan-
guage support (for example, the use of inheritance in Java
or VINO) or a dynamic dispatch model (for example, the
event-dispatch model in SPIN, see [17]).

While seemingly similar, the two mechanisms represent
different semantics: In the first case, an extension invokes
other services, while in the second case, an extension is in-
voked by another service. The combination of both mecha-
nisms provides extensions with considerable flexibility and
power (which is one major argument for using extensible
systems). For example, an extension can be used to provide
a new file system that is not supported by the original sys-
tem. To implement this file system, the extension that im-
plements the new file system uses existing services (such as
mbuf management) and builds on them. At the same time,
to access the new file system, a user invokes the existing,
general file system interfaces which have been extended (or
specialized) by the extension to also handle the new type of
file system.

Given that extensions are usually not trusted, the safety
and security of the overall system are crucial issues when
using an extensible system. To ensure safety, current exten-
sible systems rely on programming language support (us-
ing type-safe programming languages, such as the Java pro-
gramming language in the Java system, Modula-3 in SPIN,
or Oberon in Juice) and software fault isolation (in VINO).
To ensure system security, access to the two mechanisms
discussed above, i.e., the decision which services of the sys-
tem a given extension can utilize and which interfaces it can
extend, must be carefully controlled. However, access con-
trol in existing extensible systems is rudimentary at best.

1.2 The State of Affairs

The current Java security model [8, 15] distinguishes
between trusted extensions (code stored on the local file

system), which have access to the full functionality of the
Java system, and untrusted extensions (all remote code).
Untrusted extensions are placed into a so-called “sand-
box” which limits extensions from using some system ser-
vices (such as accessing the local file system) and ideally
would also isolate extensions from each other (see [15] for
a counter example: theThreadMurder applet kills the
threads of all other applets that are running in the same
sandbox, including those applets that are loaded and linked
after theThreadMurder applet itself has been linked in).

Future versions of Java will provide authenticated exten-
sions with a finer granularity of access control (such as al-
lowing some extensions to access certain files). However,
no clear and flexible access control model, detailing how
this finer grain of access control will be provided, has been
presented. Furthermore, the security of the Java system, in-
stead of relying on one central facility to enforce security
(which is good design practice for secure systems [18]),
relies on three facilities, or “prongs” (a term introduced
by [15]). This design makes it unnecessarily hard to reason
about the security properties of Java and a design or imple-
mentation error in any one of the three prongs can break
the entire security system, as has been repeatedly demon-
strated [4, 15].

In SPIN, system services are partitioned into several “do-
mains” [22], where each domain is a collection of Modula-3
interfaces. An extension is linked against one or more do-
mains and can only access and extend those system services
that are in the domains it has been linked against. Other sys-
tem services are inaccessible to an extension. Domains pro-
vide a useful mechanism to avoid a flat global name-space,
to group several interfaces according to, for example, the
functionality they provide, and to control the visibility of
interfaces. However, an extension can either call on and ex-
tend all interfaces in all domains it has been linked against,
or access control is ad hoc, with each extension responsible
for implementing its own access checks whenever it was
being extended.

Little or no information is available on system security
for other extensible systems: VINO distinguishes between
regular and privileged users, and uses dynamic privilege
checks before accessing sensitive data [20]. Inferno uses
encryption for the mutual authentication of communicating
parties and their messages [14]. No information is available
on security in Juice. While these systems ensure the basic
safety of the system by relying on either programming lan-
guage support or software fault isolation, no security model
and specifically no access control model is discussed in the
publicly available literature. In the absence of other infor-
mation, we thus assume that access control is still an open
issue that needs to be addressed in these systems as well.

As illustrated by the above discussion, better access con-
trol is needed for extensible systems. The access control



mechanisms of mainstream operating and file systems are
familiar and widely accepted by users and, by using in-
dividuals and groups in combination with fully featured
access control lists, have the potential to offer a flexible
and powerful mechanism to protect system objects. How-
ever, current implementations do not have sufficient power
to provide access control for extensible systems: The ac-
cess control in Unix, which associates an individual and a
group owner with each file [16], is primitive and barely suf-
ficient for controlling file access, let alone for controlling
an extensible system. The Andrew File System uses full-
blown access control lists, but does so only at the granu-
larity of entire directories [19], which we believe is at too
high a grain (see the discussion in section 2.3). Windows
NT uses access control lists at the granularity of individual
files and presents a rich, though unnecessarily complicated
access control model [23] (objects can be associated with
three types of access permissions, called specific, standard
and generic types, but several of the individual permissions
within the different types do not offer any real semantic dif-
ference). But it, too, does not provide a means to control
the two ways extensions interact with the rest of the system,
nor does it provide for any mandatory access control (see
the discussion at the beginning of section 2 and section 2.2).

2 Access Control in Extensible Systems

As already pointed out, the access control mechanisms
used to control file access in mainstream operating systems
provide a model that is well understood and widely ac-
cepted. At the same time, the use of individuals and groups,
in addition tofully featured access control lists, provides for
a powerful and flexible (discretionary) access control mech-
anism. By building on this familiar model, protection in
extensible systems can be integrated with the protection of
other system objects and, at the same time, can rely on the
experience users have with this type of access control.

At the most fundamental level, an access control model
for extensible systems must control the two ways extensions
interact with the rest of the system (i.e., both which inter-
faces an extension can call on and which interfaces an ex-
tension can extend). At the same time, it should also al-
low for different hierarchical levels of access, representing
different levels of trust, as well as for different categories
within each level of trust. For example, in Java one can eas-
ily imagine a scenario where applets originating from the
local machine should have full access to all files, applets
originating from within the same organization should have
access to some files, and applets that originate from outside
the organization should have no file access. Thus, an access
model that allows for several hierarchical levels of trust is
needed. Additionally, applets that originate from within the
organization should not be able to access or interfere with

each other (unless some controlled sharing of information is
desired). Thus, different categories within one level of trust
are needed.

The two fundamental ways extensions interact with the
rest of the system is best controlled by discretionary ac-
cess control and is discussed in subsection 2.1. However,
mandatory access control is better suited to provide differ-
ent levels of trust and separated categories within one level
of trust. Such an access control mechanism (which builds
on ideas explored by the security community) is discussed
in subsection 2.2. The structure of the name space, its gran-
ularity and how it interacts with other name services pro-
vided by a system greatly influences how the protection of
extensions integrates with other protection mechanisms and
is thus discussed in subsection 2.3.

2.1 Discretionary Access Control

Fully featured access control lists (which allow for sev-
eral entries specifying positive—i.e., who is allowed to ac-
cess an object—and negative access—i.e., who isnot al-
lowed to access an object—for both individuals and groups)
can be used to control what services extensions can call on
and what interfaces they can extend. In addition toread,
write, write-append (to better limit how objects can
be modified),administrate (to change the access con-
trol lists themselves) access modes (with the possible addi-
tion of delete andlist access modes) to control access
to other system objects, two access modes are needed to
protect extensions: These two modes directly correspond to
the two ways extensions interact with the rest of the system.
The first access mode is theexecute access mode and al-
lows extensions to call on a given system service. The sec-
ond access mode is theextend access mode and allows
extensions to extend (or specialize) a given service.

By using access control lists on system services and the
execute andextend access modes, systems can control
which extensions can call on and extend which system ser-
vices. It is consequently possible to limit extensions to only
use certain services and not others. Discretionary access
control thus provides a basic framework for limiting access
to specific system services.

2.2 Mandatory Access Control

To provide a notion of levels of trust and separated cat-
egories within a level of trust, access control in extensible
systems must use some form of mandatory access control.
We base mandatory access control in extensible systems on
the lattice model of information flow [1, 5, 3]. In this model,
each subject and object have a security class associated with
them that controls which subject can access which objects
and how. To provide adequate protection for extensible sys-
tems the security class is represented as the product of a



linearly ordered set of levels of trust and of a subset out of
a set of categories (where all possible subsets are partially
ordered by subset inclusion).

In this model, threads of control serve as subjects and
function at the same security class as the associated princi-
pal. The security class is passed on when another system
service is invoked, i.e., the security class of a given unit of
code is dynamically determined by the associated principal.
However, it may be necessary to statically associate exten-
sions with a certain security class to avoid security breaches
(for example, applets that originate outside the local organi-
zation in above example might always run at the least level
of trust to ensure that they can not access local files). Stat-
ically assigned security classes can also be used when ex-
tending system services: Extensions with different security
classes can all be allowed to extend the same system ser-
vice. But when the extended service is invoked, the right
extension is selected based on the security class of the caller.

Subjects can view the contents of an object (i.e., have
read access) when their level of trust is higher than or equal
to the level of trust of the object and when their categories
are a superset of the categories of the object. They can mod-
ify the contents of an object (i.e., have any form of write ac-
cess) when their level of trust is lower or equal to the level
of trust of the object and their categories are a subset of the
categories of the object (it may thus be necessary to use the
write-append access mode to limit subjects at a lower
level of trust to blindly overwrite objects at a higher level of
trust).

The linear ordering of levels of trust provides for a hier-
archy of authority levels, where a higher level dominates all
lower levels. The partial ordering of category subsets allows
for any degree of controlled sharing (including the strict
separation) of different control compartments. All flow of
information in an extensible system can thus be tightly con-
trolled, and users can not circumvent the basic security of
the system by exercising discretionary access control.

To return to the example from the beginning of section 2,
a user could use three linearly ordered labels (saylocal,
organization andothers in descending order) to rep-
resent the different levels of trust for file access and a set of
labels (saymyself, department-1, department-2
andoutside) representing different categories. Each se-
curity class would now consist of one label from the first
set and some subset of the second set of labels. The user’s
applets would use a security class consisting of thelocal
label and the entire second set of labels and thus have access
to all files (including those generated by other applets). Ap-
plets from within the organization would use a security class
consisting of theorganization label in combination
with either thedepartment-1, thedepartment-2 la-
bel or both labels. Two applets from within the organi-
zation using thedepartment-1 and department-2

labels respectively thus have access to some files (as rep-
resented by theorganization level of trust) but can
not access each other’s files. However, a third applet from
within the organization that uses both thedepartment-1
anddepartment-2 labels can access the data of both the
first two applets. More elaborate label assignments are cer-
tainly possible and mandatory access control can thus be
used to enforce any degree of separation and sharing at the
same time.

2.3 Name Space Structure and Granularity of
Protection

The name space of all system services should form a
hierarchy of names, where access to each level of the hi-
erarchy is protected. The leaves of the name space rep-
resent the individual functions of the system services (i.e.,
they represent methods in object-oriented systems and pro-
cedures in procedural systems). The non-leaf nodes of the
name space correspond to objects, interfaces and system-
dependent mechanisms to group objects and interfaces. For
example, in Java the leaves are individual methods, the out-
ermost level of non-leaf nodes are Java objects and the next
level of nodes are Java packages. In SPIN the leaves are in-
dividual procedures, the outermost level of non-leaf nodes
are Modula-3 interfaces and the next level of nodes are do-
mains.

This structure compares well with the structure of nam-
ing and access control in file systems: The leaves corre-
spond to the individual files, and access control determines
which methods or procedures can be called on and extended
by extensions. The non-leaf nodes correspond to direc-
tories, and access control determines which objects, inter-
faces, packages or domains are visible to an extension and
whether an extension can add new entries. This similarity in
structure allows for the use of a single, universal name space
that integrates all named objects in a given system, and thus
enables a central name server to enforce all protection.

3 Summary

A model for access control in extensible systems—as
outlined in this position paper—is at the core of all system
security and thus the key to designing and implementing
secure extensible systems. Our model is based on the ac-
cess control list mechanisms found in conventional operat-
ing systems and usesexecute andextend access modes
to control the two ways extensions interact with the rest of
the system. We use use mandatory access control, an idea
explored by the security community, to provide extensible
systems with a notion of levels of trust and of categories
within one level of trust. By using a single hierarchical
name space, the protection of extensions can be easily in-
tegrated with the protection of other system objects, such



as files. The result is a central facility to provide naming
and protection services for the entire system. This economy
of mechanism and the resulting psychological acceptability
(the protection of extensible systems, to the user, does not
appear to bethat different from protection in conventional
operating systems) are examples of using design principles
that are particularly important for the design of protection
mechanisms [18]. It is our hope that this model and its care-
ful structuring according to security concerns can provide a
good basis for future work on the security of extensible sys-
tems.

Further information on our research on the secu-
rity of extensible systems can be found on the world-
wide web athttp���www�cs�washington�edu�homes�
rgrimm�research�security�html.
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